Abstract

Every educational institution has its discrete goals, standards and regulations, security concerns, budget pressures, and technical legacies. No particular approach tackles all technology challenges, and solutions can hardly take a one-size-fits-all approach. The advancement toward cloud computing technologies facilitate organizations to access Internet-based information, applications, and services brings flexibility, increased choice, and capabilities to education IT departments. We provide a solution for academic institutions by building a highly scalable private cloud infrastructure based on Ubuntu Enterprise Cloud (UEC) with Eucalyptus. We discuss about deployment of minimal cloud infrastructure by considering fundamental network topology, with a single system serving as the "all-in-one
controller”, and one or more nodes attached to it. UEC infrastructure with Eucalyptus on different topologies such as implementation on a single server, two physical servers, three physical servers and more are discussed to identify how scalability is achieved. Finally we discuss the installation of education cloud with UEC based on Linux 10.04 and benefits of the private education cloud are analyzed.
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